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This important history documents the religious customs of the crypto-Jewish culture in Spain,
Portugal, and their American colonies, principally Mexico, Peru, and Brazil. Its Jewish primary

was quickly replaced with concepts and practices from the encompassing Catholic culture
covered by a veneer of Jewish theology. In dealing with clandestineness, crypto-Jews quickly

evolved their personal idiosyncratic religion. One of them award-winning quantity are
examinations of crypto-Jewish beliefs, superstitions, birth customs, education, marriage and sex,

vacations, dietary laws, conversions and loss of life, and burial practices."Secrecy and Deceit
provides uncommon glimpses right into a subject that is increasingly fascinating to many

different audiences. Secrecy and Deceit offers a comprehensive account of the customs of the
top secret Jews."--Jane S. Gerber, Director, Institute for Sephardic Studies, CUNY Graduate

Middle"Historians and learners of comparative and popular religion will be drawing on this work
for years."--Haym Soloveitchik, Yeshiva UniversityWinner of the National Jewish Publication

Award and the Lucy B. Davidowicz History Award
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So the next time have the reader be ware and let us know that people won't have a
straightforward period of reading the commentaries Lots of information on the hidden /Crypto
Jews. Not absolutely all of the info was factual from a halachic point of view. & most of the
commentaries are in Spanish. My complaint from this book is that it's incomplete. An extended
unbroken chain to Spain This book is thorough in documenting the practices of crypto Jews from
the 1390 uprising till the 20th century. Critical volume for those thinking about Sephardic
Crypto Jewish customs.-Lisa Incomplete is a few key areas for me. I bought my duplicate from a
different bookseller, so Amazon won't have "verified purchase" following to the review. The
book is written in English, why would you place the commentaries in Spanish? There is
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absolutely no reference to crypo-Jews prior to the 14th century, despite the fact that they
existed all through the entire background of the Roman Catholic church from another Century
on. There is absolutely no research of the crypto-Jews among the Protestants. He does not
define just what a "Jew" is or talk about that disputed concern. He only devoted 2 web pages on
the Talmud. The primary resources are from the inquistion records and contemporary docs. I
don't examine Spanish and I'm sure many other people don't either. There are theological
complications a Christian could have against the Roman Catholic needs for conversions that are
also not really addressed, as regeneration is usually a act of God and not man based on the
Bible. So next time have the reader become ware and let us know that we won't have a
straightforward time of reading the commentaries!
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